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Time-domain terahertz spectroscopy typically uses mechanical delay stages that inherently suffer from non-
uniform sampling positions. We review, simulate, and experimentally test, as a proof of principle, the ability
of corrective cubic spline and Shannon re-gridding algorithms to mitigate the inherent sampling position noise.
We experimentally confirm that sampling position uncertainty is not a leading source error in a modern time-
domain terahertz spectrometer. Though modern systems are presently limited by other noise sources, our sim-
ulations and data suggest that re-gridding is an effective technique to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of a system
limited by sampling position within the frequency range of 100 GHz to 2 THz. We also predict that re-gridding
corrections will become increasingly important to both spectroscopy and imaging as THz technology continues to
improve and higher frequencies become experimentally accessible. © 2019 Optical Society of America
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1. OVERVIEW OF TIME-DOMAIN TERAHERTZ
SPECTROSCOPY

Typical time-domain terahertz spectrometers (TDTSs) are
quasi-optical instruments used to measure the response of a
sample to a broadband electromagnetic pulse whose frequency
components dominantly lie between 100 GHz and 2.0 THz
[1–3]. Generating a THz pulse starts with an ultrafast laser that
ideally makes Gaussian pulses, each with a temporal width on
the order of a few tens of femtoseconds [1,2]. For THz gen-
eration by photoconductive antennas, each femtosecond pulse
is focused onto an electrically biased emitter antenna. Transient
carrier dynamics radiate a broadband output pulse, with most
of the energy contained at frequencies less than 2.0 THz
[1,2,4,5], giving researchers a tool to probe many emergent
condensed-matter phenomena, such as superconducting energy
gaps, Josephson plasmons, and antiferromagnetic magnons, at
their natural energy scales [6].

The temporal width of a THz pulse is on the order of a few
picoseconds. Such a fast time scale and hence broadband exci-
tation makes conventional electrical sampling techniques, such
as high-speed oscilloscopes and bandpass sampling, of little use.
An elegant solution is to use another photoconductive antenna
as a detector and a mechanically controlled optical delay stage
to sample the THz electric field as a function of delay position.
In this sampling scheme, each femtosecond laser pulse is split
into two. One laser beam bounces off of a retroreflector
mounted on a mechanical delay stage, and reaches an emitter

antenna. For each femtosecond pulse, the emitter produces a
THz pulse that propagates through the sample and reaches
the detector antenna. The THz electric field creates a time-
dependent potential difference across the detector antenna
and induces a current that flows only when the antenna has
been turned on (gated) by the other split laser pulse. The re-
sulting current is then converted to a voltage with a low noise
transimpedance amplifier that feeds to the lock-in amplifier. By
varying the delay-stage position, we can vary the optical path
length difference between the THz pulse and femtosecond
pulse responsible for gating the detector. Sweeping the delay
stage through positions corresponding to about 70 picoseconds
in time allows us to sample the entire THz waveform directly in
the time domain. Applying an AC voltage bias on the emitter
antenna and using a lock-in amplifier at the detector output
greatly reduces broadband systematic noise [4,5]. The current
amplifier and lock-in detector operate at a frequency on the
order of one kilohertz. Given a typical laser pulse repetition rate
of 80 MHz, each complete period on the lock-in amplifier cor-
responds to averaging tens of thousands of detected current
pulses to produce a DC signal. This signal at each delay stage
position is then recorded on a computer. Determining the
optical constants of a sample under investigation requires
two delay-stage scans. In a transmission TDTS, the first scan
is the reference and contains no sample. The other scan is re-
corded with the sample placed in the THz beam path. The
scans are then multiplied by a window function which ensures
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that the first and last point have zero value. This is done for
accurate amplitude and spectral resolution [7]. The ratio of
the Fourier transform of the sample output to the Fourier trans-
form of the reference scan gives the sample transmission func-
tion in the frequency domain [4,5]. Having a large dynamic
range, therefore, is imperative to accurately obtaining the sam-
ple’s optical constants as a function of frequency [4,5,8].

2. SAMPLING TECHNIQUES AND CORRECTIVE
ALGORITHMS

The precision of a TDTS system’s output waveform is a func-
tion of the laser’s stability and antenna noise, as well as the ac-
curacy and precision of the delay stage’s sampling position
[5,9,10], amongst other sources. Mechanical delay stages can-
not instantly move to a sampling position with infinite preci-
sion; there is a fundamental trade-off between sampling
position precision and measurement time. Some degree of sam-
pling position precision must be sacrificed in order to complete
a measurement in a reasonable amount of time. The effects of
sampling-position error are magnified when the sample trans-
mission function is computed by taking a ratio of the fast
Fourier transform (FFT) of the sample scan to that of the refer-
ence scan, as both scans have corresponding data points taken
at different sampling positions. These deviations from regular
sampling positions create noise in the computation of the sam-
ple’s transmission function, and thus of its optical constants [9].

Smaller sampling position tolerances cause scans to take
longer, as the closed loop control process in the delay stage takes
more time to move to a more precise position. A potential sol-
ution to irregular sampling positions could be to significantly
decrease the delay stage tolerance, which would impact the
measurement time [11]. This is inconvenient for the user,
but more importantly may cause a fundamental assumption
to break down. The preceding discussion assumes that all trans-
mitted pulses are identical, which is expected to be true for
TDTS based on photoconductive switches. This is because
the repeatability of the THz pulses only depends on the stat-
istical process of carrier recombination in the semiconducting
material and the stability of the femtosecond laser. However,
small long-term drifts in pump laser power have been observed
on a timescale of 1 h, even in well-controlled, mode-locked
femtosecond lasers. There are also other long-term drifts in
the measurement environment, such as variations in tempera-
ture and humidity, which can affect the quality of long mea-
surements [9,11,12].

Signal-processing techniques can be used to mathematically
understand and correct for delay-stage imprecision [13]. In this
work, we propose, simulate, measure, and compare the effec-
tiveness of several signal-processing techniques in order to com-
pensate for irregular sampling positions without fundamentally
changing the TDTS measurement setup or increasing the
time of each scan. These corrective techniques use different
algorithms to compute the best estimate of the waveform at
uniformly spaced positions. The Fourier transform of this
re-gridded waveform is then computed, and analysis proceeds
as if there were no sampling position precision error. Note that
each algorithm must be applied twice: once to the sample scan
and once to the reference scan. We will theoretically and

experimentally explore three such algorithms: conventional
analysis, cubic spline, and Shannon re-gridding.

A. Conventional Analysis

Conventional analysis in TDTS assumes that all sampling
positions are regularly spaced. The data is converted to the
frequency domain via an FFT, and conventional analysis pro-
ceeds. This method works very well if the delay stage’s sampling
positions deviate very little from their ideally uniform values.
This is true in experimental setups with high-quality delay
stages. High-end optical delay stages, operating with closed-
loop control, often have typical sampling position deviations
of no more than 10%, with typical deviations of about 1% or
less, generally making conventional analysis feasible for process-
ing data. Good delay stages, however, are expensive and may
operate slowly with closed-loop control turned on.

B. Cubic Spline Re-gridding

Cubic spline re-gridding, a technique commonly used in ultra-
fast optics [14], is used to interpolate between irregularly
sampled points in the time domain. Each interval between
two adjacent data points is assigned a local and unique cubic
interpolating polynomial. These intervals make up the piece-
wise cubic spline that can be evaluated at regular sampling
points to generate an estimate of the original waveform’s value.
The cubic spline thus generates a continuous function that may
be evaluated at any time-domain point, whether it was physi-
cally sampled or not. An illustration of this re-gridding process
with actual data may be seen in Fig. 1.

The generation of the cubic polynomial coefficients for each
interval is well studied [15]. Between each pair of sampled
points, xk to xk�1, we define a cubic polynomial Sk:

Sk�x� � Ak � Bkx � Ckx2 � Dkx3: (1)

The interpolating procedure requires us to simultaneously solve
for the coefficients Ak,Bk,Ck, and Dk for all values of k. Each
cubic polynomial is required to go through the two data points

Fig. 1. Illustration of the re-gridding process of the main peak for a
real THz pulse. This process takes irregularly sampled data points (red)
and produces a regularly sampled estimate of the pulse (black). The
line is a guide to the eye.
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defining its boundary. Namely, we set Sk�xk� � yk and
Sk�xk�1� � yk�1. The first and second derivatives of Sk are also
constrained to match with the first and second derivatives of
Sk�1 at the point connecting the two intervals, xk�1, yielding
additional independent equations for Ak,Ak�1,Bk,Bk�1… etc.
Resolving all coefficients of the cubic polynomials bordering
the zeroth and final elements requires two additional equations.
In the so-called “natural” cubic spline, we set the second deriv-
atives of the cubic polynomials at the endpoints to zero [15,16].
The 4N system of linear equations, where N is the number of
cubic polynomial functions, can be uniquely solved to get the
4N polynomial coefficients.

C. Modified Shannon Interpolation

We propose a mathematical mechanism to accurately compen-
sate for non-uniform sampling positions based on Shannon
interpolation [17]. Typical photoconductive antennas down-
convert most of the energy in the pump laser pulse into
frequencies between 100 GHz and 2.0 THz. The low optical
phonon in the GaAs emitter and detector antennas is known to
strongly attenuate frequencies of a few terahertz and above [18].
One can therefore assume, with small error, that the time-
domain terahertz waveform is broadband but band-limited.

Shannon interpolation, a famous algorithm used to perfectly
reconstruct band-limited signals [17], may be adapted for this
situation. Suppose a signal is sampled at irregular sampling
positions xn with output values of y (xn). This signal is desired
to be known at uniform positions nX with output values of
Y (nX ). Assuming that the desired, regularly sampled signal
Y is band-limited allows us to apply Shannon’s Theorem
and consider the irregular signal y to be an ideal interpolation
of Y . This, mathematically, is written as
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The sinc function is defined by sinc�x� � sin�πx�
πx . The matrix

equation may be written more concisely as

y � R̄Y : (3)

We note that the matrix reduces to the identity matrix in the
case of uniform sampling. Given the irregular sampling
locations contained in the data set y, one can solve for Y
by evaluating

Y � R̄−1y: (4)

The resulting interpolated waveform Y is then used to deter-
mine the transmission function as described previously. The
resulting reconstructed electric field pulses are only sampled

at the ideal sampling positions and, unlike the cubic spline
method, this algorithm does not generate a continuous
interpolating function.

D. Potential Issues with Causality

Examination of the matrix in Eq. (2) reveals that, in some
sense, the Shannon algorithm appears to be non-causal.
Consider some re-gridded output value Y m evaluated after data
taken at irregular sampling positions. It is clear that Y m is a
linear combination of …ym−1, ym, ym�1…, whose coefficients
come from R̄−1ym. Thus, Y m depends on both past (such as
ym−1), present (ym), and future (ym�1) input values. The physi-
cal meaning of using non-causal re-gridding techniques is per-
plexing at first inspection. Physically, the present value of the
electric field cannot depend on the value of any input param-
eters at any time in the future. Equation (2), however, seems to
suggest that the electric field at present time depends on future
values of input. The potential issues that applying these algo-
rithms could create to THz data could be made more severe for
experiments that measure a single THz pulse at a given time
[19–21]. This is because the recorded THz data belong to a
single electromagnetic pulse that has to obey causality relations;
on the other hand, typical TDTS systems record the average of
many phase-locked pulses for a single delay-stage position, and
thus, consecutive data points may not be causally related.

The resolution to such a concern requires careful examina-
tion of these equations and of the physical meaning of causality.
During the measurement, the present value of an electric field
does not depend on future values of electric field, i.e., causality
applies. After the data collection is complete, re-gridding tech-
niques are used to find a best estimate of the waveform at a new
point between two known points. In this estimate, the nth in-
terpolated output value does depend on the n� 1th point, i.e.,
“future” point. We need to emphasize that re-gridding tech-
niques do not demand that present physical quantities depend
on future values of those physical quantities: re-gridding
techniques only assume that the relevant physical quantity is
changing continuously between the known points.

Most analysis techniques appear, by their very nature, to be
non-causal. Least-squares fitting algorithms use all values of a
waveform to find a best estimate of desired parameters. Non-
causal Weiner filters, for instance, are commonly used in analy-
sis of avionic system data [22]. It can be shown that non-causal
Weiner filters, namely Weiner filters that use the data set as a
whole during post-processing, produce significantly lower error
than their causal cousins [22]. Ignoring non-causal re-gridding
techniques may be equivalent to ignoring low-error estimates.
Post-processing poses no threat to altering the causal physics
captured by the data; Shannon and spline re-gridding tech-
niques, although seemingly non-causal, appear to not alter
the physical relation between real present electric field values
and future ones.

3. SIMULATION

Corrective re-gridding algorithms were numerically simulated
with a pulse generated from the model described in Ref. [3]
with a laser pulse width of 40 fs, an electron-hole recombina-
tion time of 500 fs, and a transport scattering time of 400 fs.
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The pulse was sampled N times at non-uniform sampling
positions; non-uniform positions were simulated by sampling
the pulse at random points within plus or minus M percent of
the regular sampling points, whereM ranges from 2% to 33%.
As in the experiments, such errors do not compound through-
out the course of the scan: each sampling point is subject to the
same tolerance as the previous and subsequent points.
Corrupting white noise was added to the signal y-values to sim-
ulate the effects of a finite experimental dynamic range.
Implicitly, we assume that the actual non-uniform positions
that are recorded with the data are known with high accuracy.
This is not experimentally possible of course, but its effects have
been previously studied [11], and the analysis performed here is
a complement to it. The performance of re-gridding algorithms
was tested in response to varying RMS x-axis (sampling posi-
tion) errors and y-axis (output waveform) noise, and the results
are shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2 shows the capability of re-gridding techniques to
reduce errors due to irregular sampling positions. Also shown is
the relative difference between the FFT of a regularly sampled
waveform and the FFT of an irregularly sampled waveform that
has been re-gridded and normalized to the regularly sampled
waveform, giving a normalized measurement of the error

associated with the re-gridding process. In this figure, having
a lower fractional deviation is better. The ability of these algo-
rithms to reduce spectral noise associated with sampling posi-
tion errors is strongly dependent on the dynamic range, i.e., the
accuracy of the measurement of the uncorrupted “y” signal. If
the dynamic range were infinite, i.e., no y value noise, the ideal
(Shannon) re-gridding algorithm would produce an estimate
whose accuracy is limited only by the assumption of a purely
ban-limited signal [17]. Re-gridding offers minor improvement
to correct for sampling-position imprecision when the signal
dynamic range is only two orders of magnitude (40 dB).
When the dynamic range is increased to 3.5 orders of magni-
tude (70 dB), both the cubic spline and Shannon techniques
become noticeably more successful in mitigating noise. The as-
sociated error substantially decreases when the dynamic range is
increased to 5 orders of magnitude (100 dB). As the errors in
the sampling position increase (measured here as an RMS per-
centage of the total delay stage step size), the re-gridding errors
increase, especially at high dynamic ranges (panels A—C). We
note that the simulation does indicate that the cubic spline al-
gorithm outperforms the Shannon algorithm at extremely high
dynamic ranges. This could be a consequence of the Shannon
algorithm’s assumption of a band-limited signal.

Fig. 2. Simulated re-gridding error as a function of frequency for varying dynamic range (DR) and different percent RMS sampling errors averaged
over 100 simulated scans; lower is better. Re-gridding becomes increasingly effective with increasingly high dynamic range and increasingly large
sampling position deviations. Note that the Shannon and cubic spline terms produce errors indistinguishable from each other on this scale when the
dynamic range is 40.0, which is somewhat typical of a TDTS system.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING

The home-built TDTS system at Ohio State University, which
uses a lock-in amplifier with a two pole filter and 100 ms time
constant, can achieve a dynamic range of about 40–45 dB when
collecting a single data point per sampling position. Increasing
the system’s dynamic range by a few dB may be done by aver-
aging 10 to 20 data points per sampling position. Further aver-
aging, however, does little to mitigate y-axis noise. Assuming
that the measured y-noise is normally distributed, the system
dynamic range (in linear units) increases with the square root
of the number of averaged data points. Several hundred data
points per sampling position are required to significantly
elevate the system’s dynamic range. Given the aforementioned
objective of reducing measurement time to avoid systematic,
long-term drifts by mitigating sampling position errors, exces-
sive averaging is also not desirable.

The well-documented absorption of THz radiation by water
vapor offers a convenient and universal spectrum for calibrating
TDTS measurements [23–27]. The spectrometer’s measure-
ment chamber is first purged with Nitrogen gas to remove
water vapor. Several scans were taken and averaged to generate
a reference spectrum. The spectrometer’s measurement cham-
ber was then allowed to fill with air with high water vapor con-
tent. The exact absolute humidity was not known, but the
relative humidity was ≈45% at a temperature of 22.2°C.
Re-gridding algorithms are applied to each trace in the time
domain. We recover the transmission function of the water
vapor alone by referencing, or taking the ratio of, the humid
spectrum to the purged spectrum [5].

Closed loop control is largely responsible for moving the
delay stage as close to the desired sampling position as possible,
but it does take a long time to operate (compared to the rest of

the sampling process). By artificially sending the delay stage to a
random position with a deviation between two fixed percent-
ages of the average change in sampling position per point, we
imitate the behavior simulated in our calculations. Effectively,
we imitate a delay stage operating with nonfunctional closed-
loop control. We take fifteen full scans per allowed RMS
tolerance. To quantify the uncertainty of each measurement,
we compute the fast Fourier transform of each unpurged scan,
reference to the average purged scan, and calculate the standard
deviation at each frequency point in the discrete Fourier spec-
trum from 100 GHz to 2 THz, as seen in Fig. 3. We compare
the ratio of the standard deviation without any re-gridding to
the standard deviation with re-gridding to both the reference
(purged) and water (unpurged) scans, and call this ratio
errornoregridding∕errorregridded. A ratio less than unity means that
the re-gridding process increased the experimental uncertainty
in each point, and is thus detrimental. A ratio of unity means
that re-gridding offers no improvement. A ratio greater than
unity means that re-gridding has decreased the experimental
uncertainty, yielding a more precise estimate of water vapor’s
THz transmission function. Results of data collection at a dy-
namic range of approximately 40 dB may be seen in Fig. 3.

Figure 3 shows that re-gridding offers some improvement
from 100 GHz to 2 THz when the dynamic range is 40 dB
no matter the tolerance, as the average ratio of standard
deviation without re-gridding to that with re-gridding is always
greater than unity (panel D of Fig. 3). The improvement
monotonically climbs as the RMS sampling position deviation
increases, which is consistent with the trend seen with RMS
increase from 0.58% to 9.21% at 40 dB shown in panels
G, H, and I of Fig. 2. The improvement is small but consistent
with the order of magnitude predicted by simulation, implying

Fig. 3. Improvement versus frequency (for experimental data) by re-gridding process for Shannon (panel A), and cubic spline re-gridding (panel
B) with various artificially generated sampling position error distributions with the RMS error quoted in panel C. Delay-stage measurement steps of
10 micrometers at a dynamic range of approximately 40 dB were used. The improvement in the standard deviation by re-gridding averaged from
100 GHz to 2.0 THz versus RMS sampling deviations (panel D) and shows ratios greater than unity, indicating improvement. Cubic spline re-
gridding is consistently more effective than Shannon re-gridding at high sampling position deviations.
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that sampling position uncertainty does not limit our system’s
dynamic range at the present time. This data does, however,
imply that re-gridding will become more significant as the sys-
tem’s dynamic range improves. Namely, when the other TDTS
noise sources lessen such that sampling position uncertainty
becomes the factor limiting the system’s dynamic range, re-
gridding will offer a simple signal-processing solution to im-
prove system performance, as shown in Fig. 3.

5. SUMMARY

Three primary conclusions may be drawn from these computa-
tional and experimental studies as a proof of principle: (1) the
spectral noise in a typical TDTS does not depend strongly on
deviations from ideal sampling positions when the RMS sam-
pling position deviation is less than 1% of the sampling step
size. (2) Re-gridding will be an important technique to mitigate
sampling position noise at high dynamic ranges and higher
frequencies in TDTS. (3) Re-gridding may allow some systems,
particularly in the field of imaging, to maintain a reasonable
signal-to-noise ratio while decreasing measurement acquisition
time by not using closed loop control.

(1) When the delay stage operates with closed loop control,
noise caused by sampling position error in a delay stage is small
in comparison to other sources of y-axis noise. Depending on
the particular system, this y-axis noise could come from the pho-
toconductive antennas, thermal drifts and fluctuations in the
laser, and parasitic reflections, among others [9]. Further re-
search should concentrate on lowering noise from such sources
before examining noise from the non-ideal sampling positions.

(2) Once other sources of noise have been minimized,
theory and simulations suggest that sampling position impre-
cision can be mitigated through the signal-processing algo-
rithms discussed here. Re-gridding processes show small but
nonzero improvement in a modern research-grade TDTS with
typical error in sampling positions. However, they show signifi-
cant improvement when the sampling position deviations were
artificially exaggerated. Both Shannon and cubic spline algo-
rithms experimentally produce comparable improvements over
not re-gridding at all, and this is consistent with simulations.
Though presently immeasurable by experiment, our simula-
tions predict that re-gridding will be important to reducing
measurement errors for dynamic ranges of at least 70 dB.
Simulations predict that the cubic spline will be more effective
than Shannon re-gridding at extremely high dynamic ranges.
Experimental data shows a small improvement with high sam-
pling position errors in the spline compared to the Shannon re-
gridding, but further experimental testing at higher dynamic
range and frequencies is required to more rigorously explore
this prediction.

(3) Re-gridding does offer an exciting prospect for quickly
taking time-domain terahertz scans, particularly in the field
of reflection imaging. Though a powerful non-destructive
technique for material [28–31], biological [29,32–34], and
security/military [35] applications, THz reflection imaging
suffers from the long times required to generate images of
relatively small objects, making its use in practical security scan-
ners and imagers difficult to practically implement [35]. If the
system has a sufficiently high dynamic range, one could take
a fast scan without closed loop control and use corrective

re-gridding algorithms to quickly generate a THz image.
This could reduce time in the sampling process and make rapid
THz imaging more feasible to a wider community of scientists
and engineers.
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